UNIVERSAL
ISS 170

2-way component kit

ADVANTAGES
• Very detailed midrange
• Shallow mounting depth (57mm)
• Supplies with many accessories
• Made for Japanese cars

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

**Woofers:** 6½” [170mm]
**Voice-coil diameter:** 1” [30.5mm]
**Voice-coil height:** 0” [7.6mm]
**Magnet:** 3” [80mm]

**Processed Aluminum inverted dome tweeter**
**Integrated crossover:** 6dB/oct
**Max. power:** 120W
**Nom. power:** 60W rms

**Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m):** 91dB
**Frequency response:** 60Hz – 20kHz
**Accessories:** Supplied without grille

Removable tweeter
Accessories [connectors and spacers]
Tilted mounting
Easy installation
Assembly options: car and display

- Polyglass cone
  Neutral sound without coloration
- Rubber surround
  Great maximum deflection
- Aluminum basket
  Rigid and non-magnetic
- Processed aluminum inverted dome tweeter
  Smoothness and definition without directivity
- 0 13/16” [20mm] Ferrofluid voice-coil
  Permanent voice-coil cooling
- Phase plug
  Reduced directivity
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